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Abstract

Since the initiation of the development at the Institute of Environmental Physics

(IUP), University of Bremen in 1994, the radiative transfer model SCIATRAN

(formerly GOMETRAN) has been continuously improved and new versions have

been released (Rozanov et al., 1997, 2002, 2005, 2014, 2017). In the course of

development, the SCIATRAN software package became capable to simulate ra-5

diative transfer processes through an atmosphere-ocean system with a variety

of approaches to treat the sphericity of the atmosphere (plane-parallel, pseudo-

spherical, approximate spherical and full spherical solutions) in both scalar and

vector modes. Supported by a variety of build-in databases and parameter-

izations, these capabilities made SCIATRAN widely used for various remote10

sensing applications related to the retrieval of atmospheric trace gases and char-

acteristics of aerosols, clouds and surface. This paper presents an overview of

the clouds, aerosol and surface (CAS) databases and models implemented in

the SCIATRAN software package (V4.6) and provides some recommendations

on their usage. The new implementations offer potential users flexible interface15

to perform radiative transfer simulations: 1) in the case of multi-layer liquid

water, ice and mix-phase clouds; 2) employing typical aerosol type parameteri-

zations (including vertical variability) used in satellite and model communities

as well as updated databases; 3) including various surface BRDF and albedo
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models for land, vegetation, ocean, snow and melt ponds on sea ice.20

The most recent SCIATRAN version is freely available for students and scien-

tists affiliated at academic facilities after a registration at the website of IUP,

University of Bremen: http://www.iup.physik.uni-bremen.de/sciatran.
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1. Introduction

Shortly after the beginning of space age in 1957, the first earth observation25

satellite flew around the Earth and discovered the Van Allen radiation belts.

Since then, Earth observations satellites have been evolving and a global obser-

vation system utilising remote sensing instrumentation is now being developed.

The satellite instruments have been continually evolving in the past decades.

However, the explosion in the exploration of earth observation data would not30

have been possible without i) the simultaneous and remarkable increase in the

speed of computers and their data storage and ii) the development of sofisti-

cated forward radiative transfer models (RTMs) and retrieval algorithms.

Increasingly accurate RTMs have been developed to meet the need to simu-

late earth observation data from the evolving observing system. SCIATRAN,35

which is the subject of this paper, is a comprehensive radiative transfer soft-

ware package. SCIATRAN can simulate radiative transfer processes including

polarization through earth’s atmosphere-ocean-land-cryosphere system in the

spectral range from 175 nm to 40 µm under any observation/illumination ge-

ometries (Rozanov et al., 2014).40

Since SCIATRAN was released for the use by scientists and students for re-

search in a non-commercial application, it has become a well-used model. Fig. 1

shows the global distribution of SCIATRAN users up to December 2021. One

can see that SCIATRAN software has more than 950 external users from 301

cities in 58 countries. About in 1400 publications (from google scholar) have45

used the SCIATRAN software package in different studies. The topics of re-
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search addressed by publications using SCIATRAN are shown in Fig. 2. This

plot shows the bibliometric network of SCIATRAN since 1994 (till December

2021), and the scientific topics investigated using SCIATRAN software package

are presented. Topics such as retrieval of atmospheric and surface parameters50

using satellite data are the most important application areas for the SCIATRAN

user community.

Continuous developments of SCIATRAN software include two aspects: i) im-

Figure 1: Geograpic distribution of SCIATRAN users worldwide till Dec. 2021. The color

indicate the total number of user for selected country and the blue dot is the city where

SCIATRAN users located in given country. The red star indicates city Bremen.

plementation of new features in the radiative transfer and retrieval modules; ii)

update and implementation of databases and new surface reflectance models.55

This paper focuses on the update of cloud & aerosol databases and implemen-

tation of new surface Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)

models in the most recent SCIATRAN version - V4.6. A comprehensive overview

of the existing Cloud, Aerosol and Surface (CAS) databases and models was

presented by Rozanov et al. (2014). However, a major extension of the CAS60
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Figure 2: The bibliometric network of SCIATRAN since 1994 created by VOSviewer

databases and models in SCIATRAN has been done after 2014. To bring the

user community up to date with the options available within SCIATRAN, this

paper describes the improved cloud and aerosol databases and the usage of new

surface BRDF models, available in SCIATRAN.

65
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The paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 contains brief information about

general capabilities of the SCIATRAN software. Sect. 3 presents brief summary

of the new features in SCIATRAN V4.6. In Sect. 4 we summarize new CAS

databases and models implemented in SCIATRAN. Sect. 5 describes the optical

properties of selected CAS. Sect. 6 shows some examples/comparisons of forward70

simulations using the new implementations. The conclusions are presented in

Sect. 7.

2. General capabilities of SCIATRAN software

This section gives an overview of the main features and general capabilities of

the SCIATRAN software for potential users.75

In SCIATRAN, polarized (vector) and scalar radiative transfer calculations can

be performed in plane-parallel, pseudo-spherical, approximate spherical or fully

spherical geometry. Vertical inhomogeneities for parameters such as tempera-

ture, pressure profiles, gaseous absorber concentration, aerosol particles number

density, and multi-layer liquid water and ice clouds can be easily accounted for.80

For inexperienced users, an option of a vertically homogeneous atmospheric

layer, which requires minimum number of input parameters, might be useful.

The surface reflection can be described as 1) wavelength dependent Lambertian

reflection or constant albedo; 2) BRDF including parameterizations for a variety

of surface types (ocean, vegetation, soil, snow, melt ponds and sea ice). In par-85

ticular, in the case of light reflection by ocean surface, the SCIATRAN software

enables to consider the Fresnel reflection from absolutely calm and wind-roughed

surface (accounting for polarization), whitecap reflection, and water leaving ra-

diation. Reflection by white ice and melt ponds on sea ice can also be accounted

for. In addition, a coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere system can be considered to90

simulate the radiative transfer over and under the ice/water surface.

The software package has been designed to perform fast and accurate simula-

tions of radiance spectra appropriate to atmospheric remote sensing observations
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in the UV-VIS-NIR-SWIR-TIR spectral ranges. In particular, the calculations

can be performed in the spectral range from 175.44 nm to 40 µm, including O295

Schumann-Runge and Herzberg absorption bands in UV spectral range, various

gaseous absorbers such as O3, NO2, CIO, OCIO, BrO, HCHO, SO2, NO3, O4,

O2, H2O, CO2, CO, CH4, N2O, and thermal emission in the TIR spectral range.

All relevant elastic scattering processes such as Rayleigh scattering, aerosol and

cloud scattering & absorption can be taken into account. Additionally, impor-100

tant inelastic scattering processes such as rotational Raman scattering in the

atmosphere (including electron spin-rotational splitting) (Rozanov and Voun-

tas, 2013, Lelli et al., 2017, Rozanov et al., 2021), vibrational Raman scattering

(Rozanov et al., 2017), and Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) fluo-

rescence (Wolanin et al., 2015) in the ocean can be accounted for. SCIATRAN105

also includes a retrieval block, which enables a continually increasing number

of earth observation data products from ground based, ship, aircraft or satellite

borne sensors to be delivered in near real-time. This block, however, is not a

part of the freely distributed software package.

Employing the SCIATRAN software, users can calculate radiance/intensity110

(scalar mode) or Stokes vector (vector mode), weighting functions (Jacobian ma-

trix) for scalar and vector case, air mass factors (AMF), slant columns, vertically

resolved AMFs (box AMFs), fluxes (actinic, upwelling, downwelling, diffuse and

total), spherical albedo, diffuse transmission, vertical optical depth. Such char-

acteristics of radiation field as fluxes, spherical albedo, and diffuse transmission115

can also be calculated assuming specific isotropic illumination conditions of a

medium from above and below.

The SCIATRAN software contains not only different solvers which are capable

to perform radiative transfer calculations through plane-parallel or spherical at-

mosphere but also numerous parameterizations of Rayleigh scattering, databases120

of aerosol and cloud optical properties as well as various models of bidirectional

surface reflection, which significantly facilitate the usage of software especially

for novice users. Taking into account that parameterizations of Rayleigh scatter-

ing have been discussed in (Rozanov et al., 2014), following sections will present

6
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new implemented databases of aerosol and cloud optical properties as well as125

models of bidirectional surface reflection. The consideration of databases for

numerous gaseous absorber including HITRAN 2020 molecular spectroscopic

database is out of scope of this paper.

3. Overview of new SCIATRAN features

While the initial development of SCIATRAN was dedicated to the satellite130

missions GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment) and SCIAMACHY

(SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartography)

and their products (Burrows et al., 1995, Bovensmann et al., 2010, Buchwitz

et al., 2013, Richter et al., 2005, Noël et al., 2018, Arosio et al., 2018, Weber

et al., 2018), the implementation of CAS databases and models in SCIATRAN135

is mainly driven by the developments of the eXtensible Bremen Aerosol/cloud

and surfacE parameters Retrieval (XBAER) algorithm and its products. The

XBAER algorithm is now capable to provide global data products for clouds

(Mei et al., 2017b, 2018a, 2019), aerosol (Mei et al., 2017a, 2018b, 2020a,b) and

surface parameters (Mei et al., 2021a,b). The further developments of SCIA-140

TRAN support 1) the design of new instruments (e.g., Carbon Monitoring Satel-

lite (CarbonSat) (Buchwitz et al., 2013), Methane Airborne MAPper (MAMAP)

(Gerilowski et al., 2011)); 2) the release of new versions of atmospheric and sur-

face satellite products in Institute of Environmental Physics (IUP), University

of Bremen; 3) the explore of new applications for related research topics world-145

wide.

Table 1 summarizes new implementations of CAS since the paper of Rozanov

et al. (2014). In particular, optical characteristics of liquid water cloud database

have been extended to cover the water droplet effective radii between 2 - 40µm

in contrast to 4 - 20 µm in the previous version. The Baum (Baum et al., 2011)150

and Yang (Yang et al., 2013) ice crystal databases have been included in SCIA-

TRAN. Many important details of Yang database implementation can be found

7
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Table 1: Databases and models described in (Rozanov et al., 2014) and in this paper

Topic Rozanov et al. (2014) This paper

Cloud liquid water and ice clouds update of liquid water and ice clouds

Aerosol OPAC 3, WMO, LOWTRAN OPAC 4, MERRA, XBAER,

MODIS Dark-Target, spheroidal dust

Surface RPV, modified RPV (mRPV) XBAER, FASMAR, RTLSRS, snow and

mRPV plus facet, RTLSR melt ponds on sea ice

in Pohl et al. (2020).

Aerosol type parameterizations such as Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrora-

diometer (MODIS) Dark-Target (DT) over Land (Levy et al., 2013), and ocean155

(Remer et al., 2005), Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Ap-

plications (MERRA) (Randles et al., 2017), and XBAER (Mei et al., 2017a)

have been implemented. Moreover, the updated Optical Properties of Aerosols

and Clouds (OPAC) dataset (Köpke et al., 2015) and optical parameters of dust

aerosol particles according to Dubovik et al. (2006) have also been included.160

The XBAER surface reflectance parameterization (Mei et al., 2017a), RossThick-

LiSparseReciprocal-Snow (RTLSRS) (Jiao et al., 2019), Fast and Accurate Semi-

analysical Model of Atmosphere-surface Reflectance (FASMAR) (Mei et al.,

2022), and BRDF models for snow, white ice and melt ponds on sea ice are now

available.165

In recent years, to address the exponentially increasing amount of remote

sensing data, fast radiative transfer models focused on specific data products

have been developed. Examples are i) FASMAR (Fast and Accurate Semi-

analytical Model of Atmosphere and Surface Reflectance (Mei et al., 2022) is

used with XBAER to retrieve surface (e.g., snow grain size, specific surface area)170

and aerosol products (e.g., AOT); ii) FOCAL: Fast atmOspheric traCe gAs re-

trievaL (Reuter et al., 2017) uses a simplified RTM to determine the dry mole

fractions of carbon dioxide, XCO2, and methane, XCH4, from measurements of

the radiance in the Near Infrared, NIR, and Short-wave Infrared, SWIR. These

8
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have benefited also from SCIATRAN, in its being a high accuracy reference175

RTM.

4. CAS databases and models implemented in SCIATRAN

In this section, we briefly introduce the CAS databases and models newly imple-

mented in SCIATRAN. All databases can be used to perform radiative transfer180

simulations in the spectral range at least between 225 nm and 2.5 µm.

4.1. Aerosol

In our seminal paper (Rozanov et al., 2014) dedicated to the software package

SCIATRAN such aerosol models and databases as World Meteorological Orga-

nization (WMO) (Bolle, 1986), LOWTRAN (Levoni et al., 1997) and OPAC185

version 3 (Hess et al., 1998) have been described. We recall that WMO and

LOWTRAN databases contain optical characteristics of different aerosol com-

ponents and aerosol types, respectively. In particular, in the WMO database

six aerosol components are included, namely water soluble, dust, oceanic, soot,

stratospheric and volcanic. The commonly used aerosol types (e.g. continental,190

maritime, urban) are defined by the external mixture of the optical properties

those six components. The user has to specify the vertical profile of the aerosol

extinction coefficient at a reference wavelength.

The LOWTRAN database (version 7) consists of 1) pre-defined extinction and

scattering coefficients; 2) asymmetry parameters of aerosol types located at dif-195

ferent atmospheric layers (i.e. boundary layer, troposphere, stratosphere and

mesosphere). The basic aerosol types in boundary layer include rural, urban

and maritime aerosols. Only one type is available for the tropospheric aerosols.

For both boundary layer and the troposphere, the humidity and visibility is to

9
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be selected by the users. In the stratosphere, the users can select 1) aerosol200

loading for the background and volcanic (moderate, high, extreme) conditions;

2) aerosol types of fresh and aged volcanic aerosols. For the mesosphere a choice

between normal aerosol state and a transition from the volcanic stratosphere to

the normal mesosphere is available.

The OPAC (version 3) database implemented into the SCIATRAN software con-205

sists of refractive indices and parameters of log-normal particle size distribution

functions of predefined components such as insoluble, meteoritic dust, mineral

(nuc., acc., coa., mode), mineral-transported, soot, sulfate, sea salt (acc., coa.

mode), and water soluble. The optical properties of an aerosol type are calcu-

lated as the external mixture of predefined aerosol components in OPAC using210

the Mie code published by Mishchenko et al. (1999), which is incorporated in

SCIATRAN.

The following new aerosol databases have been implemented in the recent SCI-

ATRAN version: an updated OPAC database, MODIS Dark-Target (both land

and ocean), MERRA, XBAER, and Dust aerosol types. These aerosol types215

provide aerosol paramterization methods, which are well-received by the aerosol

community.

When selecting a suitable aerosol database or parameterization, beside the re-

quirement with respect to appropriate spectral range, the possibility to use

altitude dependent particle number density and optical properties (extinction220

cross-section, Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) and phase function) is also an

important issue. In contrast to the aerosol particle number density, which can

be defined as a function of altitude, for all newly implemented aerosol types in

SCIATRAN, altitude dependent particle optical properties can only be defined

when using MERRA or OPAC aerosol types. It is worth noticing that the usage225

of MERRA types is significantly simpler as compared to OPAC, because it does

not require from user any a priori knowledge about chemical composition and

micro-physical properties of aerosol types in different atmospheric layers. The

aerosol types which were available in previous SCIATRAN version (e.g. WMO

and LOWTRAN) enable the users to describe the altitude dependent optical230
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properties only for pre-defined altitude layers (boundary layer, troposphere,

stratosphere, and mesosphere). The newly implemented MODIS Dark-Target,

XBAER, and Dust aerosol parameterizations define altitude independent aerosol

types.

4.1.1. OPAC aerosol type235

In the previous version of SCIATRAN paper (Rozanov et al., 2014), the details of

OPAC version 3 database has been described. A new version of OPAC (version

4.0) was released recently by Köpke et al. (2015). The main improvement is the

update of shape of mineral dust, from spherical to prolate spheroids. The usage

of a spherical assumption for dust particles was proven to introduce large error240

for both aerosol properties retrieval (Zhao et al., 2003) and dust radiative forcing

calculations (Mishchenko, 2001). The usage of this aerosol type within the

SCIATRAN software does not require the Mie calculations because the database

in this case includes the phase function at discrete number of scattering angles

and extinction and scattering coefficients pre-calculated employing T-matrix245

and geometric optics methods (Köpke et al., 2015).

4.1.2. MODIS Dark-Target aerosol types

The MODIS-DT aerosol type is operationally used to derive NASA aerosol prop-

erties dataset from MODIS and Virible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VI-

IRS) instruments (Levy et al., 2013, Remer et al., 2020). This aerosol type pro-250

vides an aerosol paramterization method, which is well-received by the aerosol

community.

The MODIS dark-target aerosol type parameterization is different for aerosols

over the land and ocean.

Dark-Target aerosol type over land (MODIS-DT).255

The MODIS-DT aerosol parameterization implemented into the SCIATRAN
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software offers the following aerosol types: Weakly Absorbing (WA), Moder-

ately Absorbing (MA), Strongly Absorbing (SA), and specific spheroidal (dust).

Although the continental aerosol type was also included in the original MODIS

Dark-Target over land aerosol parameterization, this type is not included in260

the current SCIATRAN database because this type is not used in the XBAER

algorithm according to our investigation for MERIS instrument.

Each aerosol type contains fine and coarse modes (hereafter mode 1 and 2),

which are characterized by the volume PSD given by

dV

d ln r
=

V0√
2π σ

exp
[
− (ln r − ln rv)2

2σ2

]
, (1)265

where V0 is the total volume, rv is the mode radius and σ is the standard de-

viation. Parameters of the aerosol Particle Size Distribution (PSD) function

and the Refractive Index (RI) for each mode are represented as functions of the

Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) at the wavelength of 0.55 µm. The param-270

eterization formulas for each aerosol type and mode are listed in Table 2. We

note that the relationships presented in the table are valid for τ ≤ 2 for MA and

SA types and for τ ≤ 1 for WA and dust types. For larger values of τ , τ = 2

and τ = 1, respectively, is to be used in the formulas.

For selected aerosol type and AOT, SCIATRAN calculates parameters of the275

volume PSD and RI for fine and coarse modes according to Table 2. Then,

employing incorporated Mie code, the scattering and absorption cross-sections

as well as the scattering matrix are calculated. The optical parameters for the

selected aerosol type are calculated thereafter as follows

σp = f σp1 + (1− f) σp2 , (2)280

where subscript ”p” denotes scattering ”s”, absorption ”a” or extinction ”e”

cross-section and f is the fraction of fine mode given by f = N01/(N01 + N02).

To calculate the fine mode fraction, the following relationship between the total

volume, V0, and the total particle number density, N0, is employed285

N0 = V0
3

4πr3
v

exp
(

9σ2

2

)
. (3)
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Table 2: Parameters of PSD function and refractive indices of DT-land aerosol types accord-

ing to Levy et al. (2007).

Type Mode rv (µm) σ V0 (µm3/µm2) Refractive Index

Moderately 1 0.0203τ+0.145 0.1365τ+0.3738 0.1642τ0.7747 1.43-(-0.002τ+0.008) i

absorbing 2 0.3364τ+3.101 0.098τ+0.7292 0.1482τ0.6846 1.43-(-0.002τ+0.008) i

Weakly 1 0.0434τ+0.1604 0.1529τ+0.3642 0.1718τ0.8213 1.42-(-0.0015τ+0.007) i

absorbing 2 0.1411τ+3.3252 0.1638τ+0.7595 0.0934τ0.6394 1.42-(-0.0015τ+0.007) i

Strongly 1 0.0096τ+0.1335 0.0794τ+0.3834 0.1748τ0.8914 1.51-0.02 i

absorbing 2 0.9489τ+3.4479 0.0409τ+0.7433 0.103τ0.6824 1.51-0.02 i

Spheroidal 1 0.1416τ−0.0519 0.7561τ0.148 0.0871τ1.026 1.48 τ−0.021 - 0.0025τ0.132 i (0.47)

(dust) 1.48 τ−0.021 - 0.002 i (0.55)

1.48 τ−0.021 - 0.0018τ−0.08 i (0.66)

1.46 τ−0.040 - 0.0018τ−0.30 i (2.1)

2 2.2 0.554τ−0.0519 0.6786τ1.0569 the same as for Mode 1

The phase function is calculated as

p(γ) =
σs1 p1(γ) + σs2 p2(γ)

σs
, (4)

290

where γ is the scattering angle.

The usage of MODIS-DT aerosol type parameterization within SCIATRAN soft-

ware requires the user to select one of the above discussed aerosol types and to

provide AOT at the wavelength of 0.55 µm. In addition, the user can define any295

shape, Sh(z), of the aerosol number density vertical distribution. The number

density profile is then calculated as

N(z) =
τ

σe

H∫
0

Sh(z) dz

Sh(z) , (5)

where H is the top height of the aerosol layer. In the operational MODIS-DT300

aerosol product, the aerosol layer is assumed to be located between 0 - 3 km

with an exponential number density vertical distribution.

MODIS-DT aerosol types were used in the framework of SCIATRAN software

to calculate the lookup tables widely used in the AOT retrieval algorithm over
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land (Mei et al., 2017a, 2020b).305

Dark-Target aerosol type over ocean (MODIS-OC).

Unlike the land case, the aerosol type over the ocean in the DT algorithm is

defined by selecting one of the four fine modes (F1, F2, F3, F4) and one of

the five coarse modes (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5). The PSD parameters and RI are310

given in Table 3. For wavelegths selected by users, the Mie code is used by

the SCIATRAN software to calculate scattering and extinction cross-sections as

well as scattering matrices. The fine mode, coarse mode, and the fraction of

coarse mode are input parameters. In contrast to the MODIS-DT aerosol type,

which requires AOT as an input parameter, a vertical profile of the aerosol par-315

ticles number density in physical units needs to be provided over ocean. Using

the calculated extinction cross-section and number density profile, AOT will be

calculated and written out by the SCIATRAN software.

4.1.3. XBAER aerosol type over ocean (XBAER-OC)320

The XBAER aerosol type was originally designed for the usage within the frame-

work of the XBAER retrieval algorithm. A similar strategy, as described by

Levy et al. (2007), has been employed to obtain aerosol types over the ocean.

In particular, the statistical analysis was performed using the Maritime Aerosol

Network (MAN) observations (Smirnov et al., 2009) and four aerosol types,325

namely pure maritime, pollution 1, pollution 2 and dust influenced were de-

fined. Table 4 shows the volume PSD parameters and RI of these predefined

aerosol types as used in the XBAER algorithm over ocean and implemented

into the SCIATRAN software.

A slight difference as compared to the MODIS-DT aerosol types is that the330

XBAER ocean aerosol type is parameterized not only with respect to AOT at

0.55 µm, τ , but also with respect to fine-mode AOT at 0.55µm, τf . τf is de-
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Table 3: Parameters of PSD function and refractive indices of DT-ocean aerosol fine and

coarse modes according to Remer et al. (2005). Details of the table below can be found on

https://darktarget.gsfc.nasa.gov/algorithm/ocean/aerosol-models

Mode rg σ RI(0.466 - 0.857µm) RI(1.241µm) RI(1.628µm) RI(2.113µm)

F1 0.07 0.4 1.45-0.0035i 1.45-0.0035i 1.45-0.01i 1.40-0.005i

F2 0.06 0.6 1.45-0.0035i 1.45-0.0035i 1.45-0.01i 1.40-0.005i

F3 0.08 0.6 1.40-0.0020i 1.40-0.0020i 1.39-0.005i 1.36-0.003i

F4 0.10 0.6 1.40-0.0020i 1.40-0.0020i 1.39-0.005i 1.36-0.003i

C1 0.40 0.6 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i

C2 0.60 0.6 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i

C3 0.80 0.6 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i 1.35-0.001i

C4 0.60 0.6 1.53-0.003 i (0.47) 1.46-0.000i 1.46-0.001i 1.46-0.000i

1.53-0.001i (0.55)

1.53-0.000i (0.65)

1.53-0.000i (0.86)

C5 0.50 0.8 the same as for Mode C4 1.46-0.000i 1.46-0.001i 1.46-0.000i

fined as the product of total AOT at 0.55 µm and fine mode volume fraction,

which is also a function of τ . The fine mode volume fraction is calculated as

fv = V01/(V01 + V02), where V01 and V02 are given in Table 4 as function of τ335

for mode 1 and 2, respectively.

The input parameters for this parameterization are the aerosol type (pure mar-

itime, pollution 1, pollution 2 or dust influenced), AOT at 0.55 µm, and the

shape of aerosol number density profile similarly to MODIS-DT aerosol type

over land.340

The combination of MODIS-DT for land and XBAER-OC for ocean aerosol

types enable the same treatment of global aerosol prameterization in the XBAER

algorithm. For a given location and time, a unique aerosol type can be selected

and used for global aerosol retrieval over land and ocean (Mei et al., 2017a,

2018a). The XBAER aerosol type is operationally used to derive ESA Climate345

Change Initiative (CCI) and Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) aerosol

properties dataset from MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS)
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Table 4: Parameters of PSD function and refractive index of XBAER-ocean aerosol types

according to Mei et al. (2018b).

Type Mode rv (µm) σ V0 (µm3/µm2) Refractive Index

Pure Maritime 1 0.115τf
−0.05 0.42τf

−0.02 0.078τ 1.415-0.002i

2 1.376τf
−0.06 0.732τf

0.016 0.588τ+0.002 1.363-3 10−9 i

Pollution 1 1 0.042τ+0.137 0.435τf
0.076 0.144τ+0.009 1.48+0.053τ -(-0.002τ+0.006)i

(Organic/black carbon) 2 1.122τ+1.528 0.658τf
−0.05 0.059τ−0.18 1.48+0.053τ -(-0.002τ+0.006)i

Pollution 2 1 0.053τ+0.144 0.499τ0.092 0.141τ+0.015 1.419+0.037τ -(-0.002τ+0.005)i

(Sulfates) 2 0.31τ+2.195 0.6τ−0.06 0.115τ+0.018 1.419+0.037τ -(-0.002τ+0.005)i

Dust influenced 1 0.048τ+0.117 0.556τf
−0.03 0.035τ+0.01 0.0025τ0.132

(dust) 2 0.072τf+1.622 0.531τ−0.08 0.617τ1.15 0.0025τ0.132

and Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) instruments using lookup ta-

ble calculated with SCIATRAN software (Mei et al., 2017a, 2018b).

4.1.4. Dust aerosol type350

Dust aerosol is a very important aerosol type. Many investigations has been

done specifically for the dust aerosol. For example, compared to OPAC version

3.0, the OPAC version 4.0 mainly improves the treatment of the dust. In the

MODIS-DT aerosol type, the spheroidal dust can also be used. However, the

online calculation of the aerosol optical parameters in the case of non-spherical355

particles is usually very time consuming. To reduce the calculation time, the

pre-calculated kernel look-up-tables and software to calculate optical parame-

ters of dust aerosol type were presented by Dubovik et al. (2006). This soft-

ware package is not yet included in SCIATRAN, but SCIATRAN is capable

to read optical parameters of dust aerosol calculated externally employing the360

kernels look-up-table. Thus, the input parameters for this aerosol type are pre-

calculated optical parameters, AOT at selected wavelengths, and the aerosol

number density profile.

The Dubovik dust aerosol type is operationally used to derive ESA Climate

Change Initiative (CCI) aerosol properties dataset from Polarization and Anisotropy365

of Reflectances for Atmospheric science coupled with Observations from a Lidar
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(PARASOL) (Dubovik et al., 2014).

This aerosol type was also used to calculate with SCIATRAN software the TOA

reflectance of aerosol contaminated clouds and to support the derivation of AOT

above cloud over western Africa (Mei et al., 2019). Moreover, the possibilities370

of combination the dust aerosol type with other aerosol types (e.g. WMO type)

implemented in SCIATRAN was successfully demonstrated by Mei et al. (2019).

The full release of this new implementation will be included in the upcoming

SCIATRAN version.

375

4.1.5. MERRA aerosol type

A gap between the satellite-derived and model-simulated aerosol properties ex-

ists due to different treatments of aerosol types in satellite and model com-

munities. In fact, aerosol type and corresponding optical properties in model

community typically depend on time, geographic location, and altitude, whereas380

the dependence of aerosol type on the altitude is not accounted for in satellite

community. To minimize this gap, we decided to propose a new global aerosol

type parameterization for the XBAER algorithm. The new aerosol type pa-

rameterization uses the aerosol optical properties from the MERRA aerosol

components. As the first stage these MERRA aerosol components are included385

in the SCIATRAN software.

The MERRA model contains 15 aerosol tracers (components): sulfate (SU),

hydrophobic and hydrophilic modes of organic carbon (OC) and black carbon

(BC) aerosol, and five non-interacting size bins for dust (DU) and sea salt (SS)

aerosol (see Table 5). The optical database for each tracer, i, includes extinc-390

tion, Qei, and scattering, Qsi, efficiency and expansion coefficients of scattering

matrix elements pre-calculated at predefined wavelengths and humidity grids.

Additionally, the database includes cross sectional area, Ai, and particle mass,

mi, at predefined humidity grids.
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The extinction cross-section is calculated as395

σei(λ, h) = Qei(λ, h) Ai(h) mi(0) , (6)

where h is humidity, mi(0) is dry mass of tracer i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 15. Here and

thereafter, cross sectional area, Ai, is given per kg dry mass. Replacing Qei(λ, h)

in Eq. (6) with Qsi(λ, h), the scattering cross-section, σsi(λ, h), for tracer i is400

obtained.

In order to calculate the extinction coefficient one needs to calculate tracer

number density

Ni(z) =
ri(z) ρair(z)

mi(0)
, (7)

405

where ri(z) is mass-mixing ratio, ρair(z) is the air density, z is the altitude. The

air density and mass-mixing ratio for all tracers are obtained from the MERRA

input data file. The extinction coefficient of tracer i is given by

ei(λ, z) = σei(λ, hz) Ni(z) , (8)
410

and extinction coefficient of MERRA aerosol type is

e(λ, z) =
15∑

i=1

σei(λ, hz) Ni(z) , (9)

where σei(λ, hz) is obtained after interpolation of σei(λ, h) given by Eq. (6) on

the humidity at altitude z which is given in the MERRA input data file. The415

scattering coefficient of tracer i, si(λ, z), and total scattering coefficient, s(λ, z),

are calculated similar to Eqs. (8) and (9) replacing σei(λ, hz) by σsi(λ, hz).

The phase function (scattering matrix element 11) for MERRA aerosol type is

calculated as follows:

F (λ, z) =
1

s(λ, z)

15∑

i=1

si(λ, z) Fi(λ, z) , (10)420

where Fi(λ, z) is a scattering matrix element of tracer i.

In order to use MERRA aerosol type within SCIATRAN, the user needs to pre-

pare Mass-Mixing Ratio (MMR) file for a given time and geographical location.
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Table 5: Maximal and minimal radius of the particle size bins for dry sea salt and dust

Bin Dry sea salt Dust

number rmin (µm rmax (µm) rmin (µm) rmax (µm)

1 0.03 0.1 0.1 1.0

2 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.8

3 0.5 1.5 1.8 3.0

4 1.5 2.0 3.0 6.0

5 5.0 10.0 6.0 10.0

To facilitate the usage of this aerosol type for inexperienced users, MMR files425

for typical aerosol scenarios (e.g. dust, biomass burning, urban pollution, and

sea salt) are included in the SCIATRAN database. Details of how to prepare

the MMR file as a SCIATRAN input for specific time and geographical location

can be found in the user guide and in headers of MMR files for typical aerosol

scenarios.430

The MERRA aerosol type is operationally used to derive NASA MERRA aerosol

properties dataset. The MERRA aerosol data products are widely used in the

IPCC report (Randles et al., 2017).

Implementations of other aerosol types in SCIATRAN are on-going. For in-

stance, the use of Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) measurement data435

(e.g. RI and PSD) as direct input for the radiative transfer simulations. The

users are also encouraged to send their own ideas and requests to us.

4.2. Clouds and snow

The SCIATRAN software package includes water droplets and ice crystals op-

tical parameters database (scattering matrices, scattering and extinction cross440

sections), which enables to calculate radiative transfer through liquid water, ice,

mix-phase clouds and snow layers. Additionally, an absorber (e.g. soot) within

cloud layer (Rozanov et al., 2014) can be accounted for.
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4.2.1. Liquid water cloud database

The version of SCIATRAN described by (Rozanov et al., 2014) includes optical445

parameters (scattering matrices, extinction and scattering cross-sections) of wa-

ter droplets with effective radius between 4 and 20µm (in step of 2µm) in the

spectral range from 0.2 to 40 µm. The new implementation extends the database

for the effective radius between 2 and 40 µm. The optical properties of liquid

water cloud are pre-calculated using the Mie code (Mishchenko et al., 1999).450

The refractive index of pure water was selected according to Segelstein (1981).

The water droplet size distribution was assumed to be gamma distribution:

f(r) =
Nd rη

Γ(η + 1)

(
η

rm

)η+1

exp
(
−r

η

rm

)
, (11)

where Nd is the number density of water droplets, rm and η are the mode radius455

and half-width parameter, respectively, Γ(η + 1) is the gamma function. As in

the previous version of SCIATRAN, the half-width parameter is set to 6. Recall

that the relationship between mode radius and effective radius, re, is given by

re = rm (1 + 3/η).

The SCIATRAN software offers the possibility to introduce a vertical inho-460

mogeneity within a liquid water cloud considering Nd and re as functions of

altitude. At the same time, the vertical coordinate, z, within a cloud is defined

by employing the concept of dimensionless “altitude” as suggested by Feigelson

(1981), i.e. it is introduced as x = (ht − z)/(ht − hb), where ht and hb are the

top and bottom heights of the cloud layer, respectively. Thus, to introduce an465

inhomogeneity the user needs to specify Nd(x) and rm(x) as functions of the

dimensionless coordinate x, which ranges from 0 to 1.

The water droplet database within SCIATRAN software was employed e.g. to

derive the cloud optical thickness, liquid water cloud droplets effective radius in

the framework of the XBAER algorithm (Mei et al., 2019) and vertical profile470

of droplets effective radius (Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, 2012).
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4.2.2. Ice cloud and snow layer database

The previous ice cloud database in SCIATRAN only included optical parame-

ters of two ice crystal shapes, namely fractal of second generation (Macke et al.,

1996) and hexagonal prisms. Moreover, the optical characteristics were pre-475

calculated within a limited range of ice crystal size. In particular, for second

generation fractal the tetrahedron side length was set to 50, 100 and 300µm,

which corresponds to the effective radius of 23, 46 and 142 µm, respectively.

For hexagonal prisms, the optical properties were pre-calculated for hexagonal

prism height of 100 µm and side lengths of 12.5, 25 and 50µm.480

The limited range of ice crystal sizes can introduce large uncertainties in the ice

cloud effective radius retrieval (Mei et al., 2018a). To overcome this problem,

ice crystal databases developed by Baum et al. (2011) and Yang et al. (2013)

were also included in the SCIATRAN software. These ice cloud databases were

operationally used to derive NASA cloud properties dataset from MODIS (King485

et al., 2013, Platnick et al., 2017).

The Baum ice crystal database contains optical parameters of ”AggregateSolid-

Columns” shape of ice crystals in the spectral range 0.2 - 99µm with effective

radius between 5 and 60µm, and the step of 2.5µm.

The Yang database consists of optical parameters of nine ice crystal shapes, i.e.490

aggregate of 8 columns, droxtal, hollow bullet rosettes, hollow column, plate,

aggregate of 5 plates, aggregate of 10 plates, solid bullet rosettes, and column.

The optical parameters include extinction efficiency, extinction cross-section,

single scattering albedo and six elements of the scattering matrix pre-calculated

for maximal dimension of ice habits between 2 and 10000 µm in the spectral495

range from 0.2 to 15.25 µm. Details of Yang database implementation into the

SCIATRAN software can be found in Pohl et al. (2020).

It is worth noticing that for the same maximal dimension of ice crystal, its ef-

fective radius depends on its shape. For instance, the maximal dimension of

700 µm results in effective radius of 295.3µm for droxtal whereas it is 53.0µm500

for plate. The relationship between maximal dimension and effective radius for
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crystals of different shape can be found in Yang et al. (2013) and also included

in the SCIATRAN database.

Natural ice cloud layers are usually composed of polydisperse ice crystals of

different shapes (Baum et al., 2005). For Yang database, the polydispersity505

and habit mixture, can be considered in SCIATRAN using PSD function and

a desired habit ratio, respectively. In particular, to describe polydisperse prop-

erties of habit mixture, the gamma distribution with respect to the maximal

dimension, D, following Saito et al. (2019), is used:

n(D) = Nc C (D/D0)
k−1 e−(k−1) D/D0 . (12)510

Here, Nc is the number of ice crystals per unit volume, k and D0 are the shape

and mode parameters, C is the normalization factor. The number density, Nc,

and mode, D0, can be selected as constant within ice cloud layer or depending

on the altitude. This enables to formulate a realistic model of a vertically515

inhomogeneous, polydisperse crystal habit mixture of an ice cloud and snow

layer.

Similar to the snow grain habit mixture model used by Saito et al. (2019),

the habit mixture implemented into SCIATRAN depends on the dimension of

ice crystals. In particular, user can pre-define mixing ratios fh(Di) of any520

aforementioned ice particle habit, h, at specific dimension grid point Di, defined

in Yang database. SCIATRAN interpolates the mixing ratios linearly with

respect to ln D between division points and calculates the bulk optical properties

of ice particle habit mixture by weighting the single-habit properties according

to their mixing ratio. Following Baum et al. (2011), the scattering and extinction525

cross-sections as well as the scattering matrix are calculated as:

σp =
Nh∑

h=1

D2∫

D1

fh(D) σp,h(D) n(D) dD , (13)

F(γ) =
1
σs

Nh∑

h=1

D2∫

D1

fh(D)Fh(γ,D)σs,h(D) n(D) dD , (14)
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where Nh is the number of habits, the subscript p denotes ‘s’ or ‘e’ for the530

scattering, σs,h(D), or extinction, σe,h(D), cross-section, respectively, Fh(γ,D)

is the scattering matrix of habit h having dimension D, and
Nh∑

h=1

fh(D) = 1 . (15)

The integrals in Eqs. (13) and (14) are calculated by SCIATRAN numerically535

using trapezoidal rule and partition of the interval [D1 = 2µm, D2 = 10000µm]

is performed according to the discrete grid used by Yang et al. (2013). In par-

ticular, the intervals are 1, 2.5, 12.5, 125 µm for ranges [2 - 10], [10 - 100], [100

- 1000], [1000 - 10000] µm, respectively.

As mentioned above, the SCIATRAN software enables the user to introduce a540

vertical inhomogeneity within an ice cloud or snow layer considering Nc and D0

as functions of depth. In this case the approach of dimensionless “altitude” is

employed as described above for a liquid water cloud. Thus, the user needs to

specify Nc(z) and D0(z) as functions of the dimensionless coordinate x, which

ranges from 0 to 1.545

For a vertically homogeneous mono-disperse habit-mixture cloud, the input

parameters include the optical thickness of the cloud, maximal dimension and

fraction of selected ice crystal shapes. Combing the liquid water and ice crys-

tals optical properties, the radiative transfer calculations can also be performed

through a mix-phase cloud.550

The database of the optical properties of ice crystals proposed by Yang et al.

(2013) was successfully utilized to 1) estimate impact of habit mixture on

the simulation of Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance from Polarization

and directionality of Earth reflectances (POLDER) measurements (Pohl et al.,

2020); 2) derive snow properties research products (snow grain size and shape)555

using the TOA reflectance measurements provided by Copernicus Sentinel-3 Sea

and Land Surface Temperature radiometer (SLSTR) instrument in the frame-

work of the XBAER algorithm (Mei et al., 2021a,b).

Although it has been demonstrated that the database of the optical properties

of ice crystals proposed by Yang et al. (2013) can be used for snow studies, a560
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realistic model of a snow layer is usually represented by a vertically inhomoge-

neous, polydisperse ice crystal habit mixture (Mei et al., 2021a), which requires

a-priori knowledge of several properties of the snow layer (e.g., appropriate

numbers of habits and their fraction as well as parameters of PSD function).

To simplify the requirements for such a-priori knowledge, we have also imple-565

mented a stochastic mixture model of ice crystals and air gaps in SCIATRAN.

In this case the snow layer is considered as a porous material and the model

of a random mixture based on the stereological approach is applied (Malinka,

2014). With an assumption of stochastic ice crystal mixture, this approach uses

the concept of the chord length distribution rather than the characteristics of570

a separate crystal. The theoretical background to calculate optical parameters

of corresponding stochastic snow model can be found in Malinka (2014, 2015).

The usage of stochastic model has at least two advantages as compared to Yang

et al. (2013) database. First, the stochastic model does not require any database

because the optical parameters can be easily calculated online. Second, for a575

vertically homogeneous snow layer, users only need to have information about

mean chord of ice crystals and the optical thickness of the snow. The mean

chord length plays the role of the effective size of a grain, namely mean chord

coincides with the factor of 3/4 with the standard definition of the effective

radius (Malinka, 2014).580

4.3. Surface reflection

Surface albedo or BRDF are important parameters in RT calculations. The SCI-

ATRAN software includes both Lambertian albedo and various BRDF models

(Rozanov et al., 2014). In the case of Lambertian reflection, user can select

spectral dependent or constant albedo. In particular, global dataset of vege-585

tation and land albedo (Matthews, 1983) is available in the SCIATRAN soft-

ware. For RT calculations accounting for a surface BRDF, users can choose one

of the following build-in models: RPV, modified RPV, Kernel-based Ross-Li
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vegetation-soil, modified RPV plus facet (Rahman et al., 1993, Maignan et al.,

2004, Roujean et al., 1992, Breon and Vermote, 2012, Vermote et al., 2009).590

For a retrieval of surface properties from satellite observations, the following

surface reflectance models are additionally included in SCIATRAN: PROSAIL,

XBAER, snow and melt ponds on sea ice.

4.3.1. PROSAIL model for vegetated surfaces

The PROSAIL model is a combination of the PROSPECT and SAIL (Scat-595

tering by Arbitrary Inclined Leaves) models (Jacquemound et al., 2009). The

PROSAIL is used to describe the directional reflectance of plant canopy and

retrieve biophysical properties of vegetation.

The PRO4SAIL source code (http://osr-cesbio-ups-tlse.fr) was adopted and im-

plemented into the SCIATRAN software. The input parameters are leaf incli-600

nation distribution function type, Leaf Area Index (LAI), hot spot parameter,

chlorophyll content, carotenoid content, brown pigment content, Equivalent Wa-

ter Thickness (EWT), Leaf Mass per Area (LMA), structure coefficient and soil

factor.

Using a desired model of the atmosphere in combination with BRDF provided605

by the implemented PROSAIL model, user can calculate the radiation field in

the atmosphere in UV, VIS, and NIR spectral ranges accounting for the angular

scattering properties of a vegetated surface. To verify the implementation of the

PROSAIL model, a comparison of TOA reflectances simulated by SCIATRAN

and measured by the MODIS instrument is presented in Sect. 6 (see upper panel610

of Fig. 5).

4.3.2. XBAER land surface reflectance parameterization

The XBAER model describes the surface reflectance by a linear relationship

with respect to Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) (Mei et al., 2017a).
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This model was originally designed for the AOT retrieval in the framework of615

the XBAER algorithm(Mei et al., 2017a) using measurements of the MERIS

instrument. For wavelengths above the red-edge (MERIS channels 10, 12, 13

and 14, which correspond to 753, 778, 865 and 885 nm), the surface reflectance,

R(λi), was approximated as

R(λi) = a(λi) x + b(λi), i = 10, 12, 13, 14, (16)620

where i is the MERIS channel number, a(λi) and b(λi) are the slope and in-

tercept for given wavelengths λi in the Surface Reflectance Wavelength Shape

Constrain Database (SRWSCD) (Mei et al., 2017a) and x is SAVI.

For wavelengths below the red-edge (MERIS channels 1,2,...,9, which correspond625

to 412, 443, 490, 510, 560, 620, 665, 681 and 708 nm), the ratio between the

surface reflectance at each wavelength, λi, and the surface reflectance at the

MERIS channel 14 was parameterized by

R(λi)/R(λ14) = ã(λi) x + b̃(λi), i = 1, 2, ..., 9. (17)
630

The SRWSCD database, which belongs to the XBAER retrieval algorithm and

is not included in the SCIATRAN database, includes the geographic dependent

monthly slope and intercept of the linear model.

Regression coefficients for typical surface types (e.g. vegetated surface, urban,

desert) are included in the SCIATRAN database. Using the data files for these635

typical surface types as templates, users can prepare their own regression coef-

ficients following Mei et al. (2017a).

A comparison of simulated TOA reflectances obtained utilizing XBAER pa-

rameterization and PROSAIL model are presented in Sect. 6 (see upper panel

of Fig. 5).640

4.3.3. Snow and melt ponds on sea ice

Besides the modified RPV (Degunther and Meerkotter, 2000) and asymptotic

model (Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004) of the snow reflectance, the recent snow
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kernel-based BRDF models, such as RTLSRS and FASMAR suggested by Jiao

et al. (2019) and Mei et al. (2022), respectively, as well as the model of white645

ice and melt ponds on sea ice (Malinka et al., 2016, 2018) were also included.

RTLSRS model.

The kernel-driven RossThick-LiSparseReciprocal BRDF model with snow kernel

(RTLSRS) (Jiao et al., 2019) was implemented in the following form:

ρ(Ω, λ) = fi(λ) + fv(λ)Kv(Ω) + fg(λ)Kg(Ω) + fs(λ)Ks(Ω) , (18)650

where fi, fv, fg, and fs are wavelength-dependent coefficients, Ω comprises

angular variables {ϑ0, ϑ, φ}, which describe solar zenith angle, viewing zenith

angle and relative azimuth, respectively, λ is wavelength, Kv, Kg, and Ks are

the volumetric scattering kernel, geometric-optical kernel and snow kernel, re-655

spectively.

As compared to the classical Ross-Li model suggested by Lucht et al. (2000),

an additional snow kernel based on the asymptotic model of Kokhanovsky and

Zege (2004) was introduced to describe the strong forward scattering peak typi-

cal for the snow reflection. Although the SCIATRAN software does not contain660

a database of the coefficients fi(λ), fv(λ), fg(λ), and fs(λ), the kernels are in-

cluded. The user needs to provide a file containing the coefficients at a discrete

number of wavelengths. Some examples of the coefficients obtained by fitting

the RTLSRS model to the measured TOA reflectance are presented in Jiao et al.

(2019). The file structure is described in the user guide.665

FASMAR.

In contrast to the RTLSRS model, where the show kernel based on the ART

model (Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004) was used to improve the accuracy in the

case of a snow reflection, FASMAR exploits the ART model as a main kernel.

In particular, FASMAR (see Mei et al. (2022) for details) includes 4 kernels and670

the model is formulated as

ρ(Ω, λ) = f1 + f2 K2(Ω, λ) + f3 K3(Ω, λ) + f4 K4(Ω) + f5 K5(Ω) , (19)
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where f1, f2, . . . , f5 are wavelength dependent parameters (argument λ is omit-

ted), and the kernels are given by675

K2(Ω, λ) = R0
∞(Ω) e−βλ A(Ω) − k2(λ) , (20)

K3(Ω, λ) = pλ(θ)/(µ + µ0)/4 − k3(λ) , (21)

K4(Ω) = R0
∞(Ω) ecos θ − k4 , (22)

K5(Ω) = cos θ − k5 . (23)
680

In the right hand side of each equation the second term is introduced which

modifies the respective kernel to obtain K2 = K3 = K4 = K5 = 0 for SZA=0◦

and VZA=0◦. The modification terms are given by

k2(λ) = R0
∞(Ω̃) e−βλ A(Ω̃) , k3(λ) =

pλ(−1)
8

, k4 =
R0
∞(Ω̃)

2.718
, k5 = −1 . (24)

685

As a result, the coefficient f1 gives the magnitude of the reflectance in the nadir

direction (Roujean et al., 1992). In Eqs. (20)-(24), µ = cos ϑ, µ0 = cos ϑ0,

ϑ0, ϑ and θ are solar zenith angle, viewing zenith angle and scattering angle,

respectively, Ω̃ = {0, 0, 0}, βλ =
√

γλ d, γλ = 4π κi/λ is the absorption coeffi-

cient of ice, κi is the imaginary part of the ice refractive index, d is an effective690

grain size, defined by the ratio of the average volume to the average surface area

of grains, pλ(θ) is the phase function, and R0
∞(Ω) is the reflection function of

semi-infinite non-absorbing media.

FASMAR includes the ART kernel, K2, a single-scattering kernel, K3, and auxil-

iary kernels, K4 and K5. The kernel K5 is only used for wavelengths longer than695

1600 nm. In kernel K2, the function R0
∞(Ω) is implemented according to the

approximation suggested by Kokhanovsky (2005), the function A(Ω) is given by

A(Ω) = bn K0(µ) K0(µ0)/R0
∞(Ω) (Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004), where K0(µ)

is called the escape function, which is implemented according to the common

approximation (Sobolev, 1972) as K0(µ) = 3/7(1 + 2µ). The parameter bn700

depends mainly on the ice crystal shape. For the fractal ice particles, it was

estimated by Kokhanovsky and Zege (2004) to be 3.62. As a result, the final

expression for A(Ω) is given by A(Ω) = 0.66 (1 + 2µ)(1 + 2µ0)/R0
∞(Ω).
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Similar to the RTLSRS model, the SCIATRAN software does not contain database

of the coefficients f1, f2, . . . , f5. The user needs to provide a file containing the705

coefficients at a discrete number of wavelengths. The file structure is described

in the user guide.

Comprehensive comparisons of FASMAR and RTLSRS models with ground-

based, aircraft and satellite measurements of snow angular reflectance can be

found in Mei et al. (2022). FASMAR can be used for large solar zenith angles710

(e.g. SZA > 80◦, which is a typical case the polar regions) while both Ross-Li

and the RTLSRS models are recommended to be used for SZAs < 70◦.

White ice and snow-covered ice reflectance model.

White ice and snow-covered ice are two typical surface types in the polar regions.

Following Malinka et al. (2016), the white ice model describes an ice layer with715

a highly scattering granular layer on top. Since the grain size of ice crystals is

significantly larger than the wavelength of incident light, the optical parame-

ters (extinction coefficient, SSA, and phase function) of a stochastic mixture of

irregular ice crystals and air gaps can be analytically derived following Malinka

(2014, 2015). Using the analytical expressions for optical parameters and em-720

ploying asymptotic radiative transfer theory, the following analytical expression

for BRDF of white ice was proposed by Malinka et al. (2016) and implemented

into SCIATRAN:

R = R0
∞

sinh
(
γ τ + y [1−K(ϑ)K(ϑ0)/R0

∞]
)

sinh(γ τ + y)
, (25)

725

where R0
∞ is the BRDF of a non-absorbing semi-infinite layer with the same

scattering phase function as the snow layer, sinh denotes the sinus hyperbolicus,

τ is optical thickness of the snow layer, ϑ0 and ϑ are incidence and observation

polar angles, respectively,

γ =
√

3 (1− ω) (1− ω g) , K(ϑ) =
3
7

(1 + 2 cosϑ) , (26)730

y = 4

√
(1− ω)

3 (1− ω g)
, K(ϑ0) =

3
7

(1 + 2 cos ϑ0) . (27)
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The expression for the single scattering albedo is

ω = 1− α n2 a Tdif

α n2 a + Tdif
, α =

4 π κ

λ
+ αy , (28)

735

where n and κ are the real and imaginary parts of the ice refractive index, a is

mean chord of ice crystals and αy is the absorption by the yellow substance in

the white ice. Analytical expressions for g, αy, and auxiliary function Tdif are

given in Sect. 8.1.

The usage of Eq. (25) to calculate BRDF in the framework of SCIATRAN740

software requires the following parameters to be provided by the user: optical

thickness of the snow layer, τ , mean chord of ice crystals, a, and yellow substance

absorption coefficient, αy. The refractive index of ice can be either taken from

the SCIATRAN database or provided by the user. The calculation of R0
∞ is

performed by SCIATRAN using a pre-calculated look-up-table.745

Melt ponds on sea ice reflectance model.

The BRDF model of melt ponds on sea ice as derived by Malinka et al. (2018)

was implemented into SCIATRAN as follows:

Rλ(Ω) =
1
µ0

RF (µ0) δ(µ− µ0) δ(φ) +
TF (µ) TF (µ0) Ab

πn2[1−Ab fin(τp)]
e−τp/µ′

0−τp/µ′
. (29)

750

Here, RF (µ0) and TF (µ0) are the Fresnel reflectance and transmittance of a flat

water surface for the cosine of the incidence angle µ0, n is the refractive index of

water (assuming refractive index of air to be 1), µ′0 is the cosine of the refractive

angle (
√

1− µ2
0 = n

√
1− µ′ 20 ) , τp = z σp is the optical thickness of pond,

z is the pond depth and σp is the extinction coefficient of the water, equal to755

the sum of the water absorption (αw) and scattering (σw) coefficients, Ab is the

pond bottom albedo. The auxiliary function fin(τp) , as given in Malinka et al.

(2018), is calculated numerically by the SCIATRAN program. For simplicity

reasons, the dependence of RF , TF , Ab, n, and τp on the wavelength, λ, is not

indicated. The analytical expression for albedo of an under-pond ice layer Ab760

as a function of the geometric thickness of under-pond ice, H, and transport

scattering coefficient, σt is given in Appendix.

To calculate BRDF using Eq. (29) in the framework of the SCIATRAN software
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the following input parameters need to be provided by the user: geometric

thickness of the under-pond ice, H, water layer (pond) depth, z, and transport765

scattering coefficient, σt. Following Malinka et al. (2018), the reasonable range

for σt is [0.2 - 10] m−1. In particular, for light and dark melt ponds, typical

values for σt are ∼ 4 and ∼ 2 m−1, respectively. Water absorption and scattering

coefficients as well as refractive indices of water and ice can be either taken from

SCIATRAN databases or provided by the user.770

5. Inherent optical properties of aerosol and clouds

5.1. Aerosol

Fig. 3 shows an example of the optical properties of the newly implemented

in SCIATRAN aerosol types. All optical properties are calculated using AOT

of 0.5 at the wavelength of 0.55 µm. For MODIS-DT, moderately absorbing775

aerosol type is selected. For MODIS-OC, two basic components F1 and C2,

see Table 3, are selected and the fine mode fraction is set to 0.5. For XBAER-

OC, purely maritime aerosol type is selected. For Dubovik dust model, the

aspect ratio is set to 1. For OPAC 4.0 dust model, the total number of mineral

particles is set to 300 representing the ”background desert conditions” (Köpke780

et al., 2015). The MERRA aerosol type is selected for the AERONET site Rio-

Branco (-67.869◦E, -9.957◦N) on 16 August, 2020. With the above settings, the

MODIS-DT and MERRA (picked up at the same time and location), MODIS-

OC and XBAER-OC (both represent the maritime aerosol type), Dubovik dust

and OPAC 4.0 dust (both represent the dust aerosol type) are pairs whose785

optical properties are expected to be comparable.

In Fig. 3(a), the wavelength dependent AOTs calculated using different aerosol

types show the same value at 550 nm because all optical properties are scaled to

AOT = 0.5 at this wavelength. The Angstrom coefficients (in the spectral range

440 - 870 nm) are 1.77 and 1.81 for MODIS-DT and MERRA, -0.19 and -0.11790
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for MODIS-OC and XBAER-OC, 0.56 and 0.01 for Dubovik dust and OPAC

4.0 dust, respectively. The lines of the MODIS-DT and MERRA aerosol types

almost overlap, indicating the similarity of aerosol properties between MODIS-

DT and MERRA. MODIS-OC and XBAER-OC show a similar spectral pattern

with AOT slightly increasing with the wavelength. This can be explained by795

the significant contribution of coarse mode particles. The Dubovik dust shows

a much stronger spectral gradient as compared to OPAC 4.0 dust.

Fig. 3(b) shows the phase functions at 550 nm for the selected aerosol types.

In the case of MERRA, the phase function is selected for an altitude near the

surface. As expected, MODIS-DT and MERRA, MODIS-OC and XBAER-OC,800

Dubovik and OPAC 4.0 dust have similar phase functions, respectively. Coarse-

mode dominated aerosol types (MODIS-OC, XBAER-OC, Dubovik and OPAC

4.0) show stronger forward peak scattering as compared to fine-mode dominated

aerosol types (MODIS-DT and MERRA). For the selected scenario, MODIS-

DT shows a stronger forward scattering and a weaker backward scattering as805

compared to MERRA. MODIS-OC and XBAER-OC, with completely different

paramterization strategies, show very similar phase functions. Dubovik and

OPAC 4.0 dust models show relatively large difference in the forward scattering

as compared to other aerosol types (e.g. MODIS-DT and MERRA, XBAER-

OC and MODIS-OC).810

Fig. 3(c) shows the wavelength-dependent Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) for

the selected aerosol types. MODIS-DT and MERRA show large difference in

the absolute SSA values, however, both demonstrate the increase of absorption

with the wavelength. MODIS-OC and XBAER-OC, especially XBAER-OC,

demonstrate weak absorption. The Dubovik and OPAC 4.0 dust models show815

again differences in both magnitude and wavelength dependence.

Fig. 3(d) shows the wavelength dependent asymmetry factor, g, for the selected

aerosol types, which is a fundamental property of aerosol particle that affects

the aerosol direct radiative forcing. MODIS-OC and XBAER-OC show the

largest g values indicating a stronger forward scattering while MODIS-DT and820

MERRA show the smallest g indicating a weaker forward scattering, which is
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consistent with the results presented in Fig. 3(b).

Figure 3: Optical properties of the newly implemented in SCIATRAN aerosol types (indicated

by different colors): (a) wavelength dependent AOT; (b) phase function at a wavelength

of 0.55 µm; (c) wavelength dependent single scattering albedo; (d) wavelength dependent

asymmetry factor

5.2. Cloud

A comprehensive consideration of the extinction efficiency, single-scattering

albedo, and asymmetry factor for different wavelengths, maximum dimensions,825

and selected crystal shapes can be found in Yang et al. (2013). In the scope
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of this paper we consider only the phase functions of ice crystals in the visible

spectral range, where, owing to weak absorption by ice and water, the scattering

processes plays very important role.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of water droplets and ice crystals phase func-830

tions with campaign measurements provided by Jarvinen et al. (2018). The

phase functions are presented at the wavelength of 532 nm and normalized to

the Arctic CLoud Observations Using airborne measurements during polar Day

(ACLOUD) measurement at scattering angle of 18 ◦ (Jarvinen et al., 2018).

The effective radii of water droplets and ice crystals are selected to be the global835

mean values of about 13.5µm and 25µm, respectively (King et al., 2013).

As expected, the phase function of water droplets is quite different from those

of ice crystals, especially at backward scattering directions. In particular, the

famous rainbow feature of the scattering by water droplets can be observed at

about 138◦. The large differences in the phase functions observed by different840

campaigns indicates the large variability of cloud optics. Large differences are

observed mainly in the backward scattering direction. For ice crystals, aggre-

gate of 8 columns and droxtal have the strongest backward scattering while plate

shows the weakest one. The large variability of the campaign measurements can

be well described by a mixture of different ice crystal shapes.845

6. Simulated TOA reflectance for different CAS scenarios

In this section we consider selected applications of aerosol and cloud databases

and BRDF models for calculations of TOA reflectance for a surface-atmosphere

system using SCIATRAN software. The following surface scenarios are consid-850

ered below: snow, white ice and melt ponds typical for high latitude regions

and vegetated surface typical for low and middle latitude regions.

Vegetated surface

Simulations presented in this sub-section are performed using the veiwing geom-
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Figure 4: Comparison of phase functions for water droplets and ice crystals with campaign

measurements provided by Jarvinen et al. (2018). Symbols - measurements, lines - different

shapes.
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etry and the spectral responce function of the HyperSpectral Imager (HSI) in-855

strment onboard the Environmental Mapping and Analysis Program (EnMAP)

mission. HSI/EnMAP is a German perspective mission to monitor environment-

related parameters launched in April 2022 and XBAER is a candidate algorithm

to provide CAS products for this instrument (a proposal is under review to the

time of writing).860

Example simulations of the TOA reflectance with SCIATRAN for different sce-

narios were performed for the AERONET site Rio-Branco ( -67.869◦, -9.957◦)

in the Amazon region for 16 August, 2020. The surface reflectance was cal-

culated by using either the XBAER paramterization or the PROSAIL model.

The SAVI parameter required by the XBAER parameterization was estimated865

from measurements of the Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) as 0.34.

Due to database limitations the simulations using XBAER parameterization

were done only for OLCI wavelengths. The PROSAIL model was used with

LAI of 4.6, which was obtained from the MODIS LAI product. Leaf inclination

distribution function type was set to Type = 1 (Spherical). Other parameters870

are set as follows: hot spot parameter (0.01); chlorophyll content (1 µg/cm2);

carotenoid content (8 µg/cm2); brown pigment content (0); EWT (0.01 cm);

LMA (0.009 g/cm2); structure coefficient (1.5); soil factor (1.0).

The aerosol was accounted for by using the MERRA aerosol type with frac-

tion of each component provided by MERRA data base for the selected time875

and location. In particular, AOTs of the total column, Black Carbon, Organic

Carbon, Sulfate, Sea Salt, and Dust are 0.241, 0.043, 0.143, 0.043, 0.003, and

0.009, respectively. A water cloud between 2.0 and 2.5 km with Cloud Opti-

cal Thickness (COT) of 3 and effective radius of water droplets of 13.5 µm was

used for simulations. Along with aerosol, cloud, and Rayleigh scattering the880

absorption by all relevant atmospheric gases was accounted for. The vertical

profiles of pressure, temperature, and absorber number density were taked from

the database calculated with Bremen 2D Chemical Transport Model (Sinnhuber

et al., 2009) for August at the latitude of 10◦S.
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TOA reflectances simulated with SCIATRAN for different scenarios are shown885

in the upper panel of Fig. 5. For comparison, TOA reflectances measured by the

MODIS instrument at the same time and location are also presented. One can

see that for clear sky scenarios (S+R+A and S+R+A+G) the TOA reflectances

simulated using both XBAER surface paramterization and PROSAIL model

agree well with reflectances observed by MODIS. The red-edge effect and sharp890

spectral structures are from vegetation and gas absorption, respectively. The

plot indicates that employing the newly implemented features in the SCIATRAN

model, the wavelength dependence and the magnitude of TOA reflectance ob-

served by MODIS can be well reproduced by the simulations.

For the cloudy scenario (S+R+A+G+C) one observes a general enhancement895

of the TOA reflectance caused by the additional reflectance of the cloud layer.

However, the contribution of surface is still visible (red edge from vegetation)

because the cloud is optically thin (COT = 3).

The MERRA aerosol model used for the simulations enables us to investigate

contributions of different aerosol components to the TOA reflectance. For this900

purpose the TOA reflectance was calculated first accounting for the contribu-

tions from all aerosol components (total) and then for each particular aerosol

component independently. The contributions of different aerosol components

are illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 5. The plot shows differences in the

TOA reflectances calculated for single aerosol components with respect to the905

reflectance calculated accounting for all components. In the case under consid-

eration (over the Amazon forest), the contribution of aerosol components differs

for different wavelengths with the strongest contribution from organic carbon

component below about 800 nm (smallest difference to the simulation with all

components) and strongenst contribution from the black carbon component in910

1000-1400 nm range.

Snow surface

This sub-section presents example results of simulations of snow reflectance

performed with the radiative transfer package SCIATRAN. The snow layer

was defined as a layer with an a optical thickness of 5000 and a geometrical915
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Figure 5: TOA reflectance simulation for a measurement from the EnMAP instrument over

the Amazon region on 16 August, 2020. Upper panel: TOA reflectance simulated using

different settings: S - surface reflectance described by the PROSAIL model, R - Rayleigh,

A - Aerosol, G - Gaseous absorbers, C - Cloud. Open rectangles depict MODIS observation

data and filled circles represent simulations with XBAER for OLCI wavelengths. Lower panel:

contributions of different MERRA aerosol components to the simulated TOA reflectance: BC

- Black Carbon, DU - Dust, OC - Organic Carbon, SS - Sea Salt, SU - Sulfate.
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thickness of 1 m covering a black surface. The snow layer was assumed to

be vertically and horizontally homogeneous without any surface roughness and

composed of monodisperse ice crystals. The impact of snow impurities and

scattering/absorption processes in the atmosphere was neglected. Droxtal ice

crystal shape with effective radius of 126 µm (Mei et al., 2021b) from the crys-920

tals optical properties database by Yang et al. (2013) was used for simulations.

The solar zenith angle was set to 68.9◦, which corresponds to the mean value

during summer at Svalbard (Mei et al., 2022).

The BRDF of the show layer calculated with SCIATRAN is shown in the form

of polar plots in the right column of Fig. 6 for wavelengths of 380, 480, 670, 870,925

1220, and 2200 nm. These wavelengths are selected to represent typical spectral

chanels of satellite instruments from UV to SWIR. For a comparison, the snow

BRDF was calculated using FASMAR and RTLSRS models. The coefficients

required by these models were obtained by fitting their results to SCIATRAN

simulations. The results from FASMAR and RTLSRS models are presented in930

the middle and left columns of Fig. 6. One can see that reflectances obtained

with FASMAR and RTLSRS models show very good agreement (both spectral

and angular) with the SCIATRAN simulations. However, the RTLSRS model

show lower reflectances in the forward direction (RAA = 0) as compared to

the results from FASMAR and SCIATRAN. The relative difference between935

FASMAR and SCIATRAN results is within 5 % for typical satellite observation

angles. A decrease of BRDF values with increasing wavelength is seen in all

three datasets. This feature is caused by the ice crystal absorption.

Further examples of FASMAR and RTLSRS model comparisons with ground-

based, aircraft and satellite measurements of snow angular reflectance can be940

found in Mei et al. (2022).

White ice and snow covered ice

Sea ice is one of the most important surface types in the high latitude ocean

regions. Measurements of spectral albedo for typical sea ice conditions were per-945
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Figure 6: BRDF of the snow layer calculated using SCIATRAN and fitting results using

RTLSRS model and FASMAR for wavelengths of 380, 480 , 670 , 870, 1220, and 2200 nm and

a solar zenith angle of 68.9◦ 40
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formed in the spectral range 350 - 1350 nm during the R/V Polarstern cruise

ARK-XXVII/3 from 2 August to 8 October 2012 (Malinka et al., 2016). Two

examples of bright white ice spectral albedo measurements, as presented in Ma-

linka et al. (2016) (see their Fig. 8(a) and (c)), are used in this paper as well.

The scattering layer for these two examples is about 3 – 8 cm thick while the950

near surface air temperature is about -1.2 ◦ C. Such sea ice scenarios represent

intermediate phase between a typical snow and white ice (Malinka et al., 2016).

Simulations with SCIATRAN were performed using the stochastic model of the

surface reflection described in Sect. 4.3.3 and an aerosol-free atmosphere without

gaseous absorption. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show comparisons of measured and955

modelled bright white ice spectral albedo with and without yellow substance

absorption, respectively.

Three parameters required to initialise the BRDF model in SCIATRAN (snow

layer optical thickness, mean chord and DOM absorption) were obtained by

fitting the simulated albedo with respect to the measured one within the spec-960

tral range 350 - 1350 nm. The following parameters provide the minimal resid-

ual: (350.0, 510.6 µm, and 0.71 m−1) and (14.1, 776.2 µm, and 0.001 m−1) for

Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively. The spectral behaviour in the visible

spectral range determined by the yellow substance absorption is well repro-

duced by SCIATRAN. The RMSE values between SCIATRAN simulations and965

measurements are 1.2 · 10−2 and 1.5 · 10−2, respectively, confirming a correct

implementation of the stochastic model of random mixtures of ice particles and

air gaps into SCIATRAN.

Melt ponds on sea ice

Melt ponds on sea ice is another surface type typical for high latitude regions.970

Comparisons of SCIATRAN simulations for spectral albedo of light-blue and

dark open melt ponds with measurement data are shown in Fig. 8. Measure-

ments of spectral albedo were performed in the spectral range 300 - 2500 nm on

August 2012 during a Polarstern cruise (Malinka et al., 2018). The examples

presented in Fig. 8 were selected following Malinka et al. (2018). The spectral975

albedo of blue and dark melt ponds was measured under cloud-free and cloudy
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Figure 7: Comparisons of measured and simulated bright white ice spectral albedo cor-

responding to Figs. 8a and 8c in Malinka et al. (2016). The upper row shows pictures of

the measurements conditions, the middle row shows the measured and simulated spectral

albedo, and the lower row shows the percentage difference between SCIATRAN simulations

and campagin measurements.
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condition, respectively.

The simulations with SCIATRAN were performed using the stochastic model of

the surface reflection described in Sect. 4.3.3 and aerosol-free atmosphere with-

out gaseous absorption. The spectral albedo was calculated as a ratio of the980

reflected to the incident fluxes at the surface. For the blue pond, a cloud-free

atmosphere was selected and the solar zenith angle was set in accordance with

(Malinka et al., 2018) to 70◦. For the dark pond, a water cloud with the optical

thickness of 20, the geometrical thickness of 0.5 km, and the top height of 1.5 km

was considered in addition.985

Three parameters required to initialise the BRDF model in SCIATRAN (ice

thickness, water depth and transport scattering coefficient) were obtained by

fitting the simulated albedo with respect to the measured one within the spec-

tral range 350 - 1350 nm. As pointed out by Malinka et al. (2018), measurements

outside this spectral range show strong noise contamination. Therefore they990

were not used in the fitting process. The following parameters provide the min-

imum residual: (281.2 cm, 14.6 cm, and 2.08 m−1) and (23.7 cm, 42.8 cm, and

0.52 m−1) for the light-blue and dark melt ponds, respectively. It is seen from

Fig. 8 that both spectral patterns and magnitudes of the spectral albedo agree

well between the SCIATRAN simulations and the measurements, especially for995

for the light-blue melt ponds. As expected, the spectral albedo for the dark

melt ponds is significantly lower than that for light-blue ones because of a much

larger water depth. Typical spectral features can be seen for both scenes: 1) a

higher albedo in the visible range and lower albedo in the infrared range; 2) a

weak spectral dependence of the albedo in the NIR range. Both features above1000

can be explained due to the wavelength dependence of water absorption and

Fresnel reflection at the air-water interface. Indeed, in contrast to the visible

range, water absorbs a significant amount of radiation in the NIR so that a few

centimetres thick layer of water completely absorbs radiation. This results in

a saturation effect when variation of water absorption coefficient does not lead1005

to the variation of albedo and the wavelength dependence of albedo is mainly

caused by spectral dependence of Fresnel reflection.
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The RMSE values between SCIATRAN simulations and measurements are

1.1 · 10−2 and 3.8 · 10−3 for the light-blue and dark melt ponds, respectively,

confirming a correct implementation of the ice and melt ponds models in SCI-1010

ATRAN.

Figure 8: Comparisons of the spectral albedo for the light-blue (a) and dark (b) melt

ponds corresponding to Fig. 6a and Fig. 8a in Malinka et al. (2018). The upper row shows

pictures of the measurement scenes, the middle row shows the measured and simulated spectral

albedo, and the lower row shows relative differences between the SCIATRAN simulations and

campagin measurements.
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7. Conclusions

This paper summerizes recent updates and new developments of aerosol, clouds

and surface reflectance databases and models in the framework of the soft-

ware package SCIATRAN. These updates and developments extend the capa-1015

bilities of the radiative transfer modelling, especially by accounting for different

kinds of vertical inhomogeneties. Vertically inhomogeneous ice and mix-phase

clouds and different aerosol types can be easily accounted for within SCIA-

TRAN (V4.6). Additionally, widely used models and databases for the surface

BRDF and albedo for different surface types (ocean, land, vegetation, snow,1020

and melt pond on sea ice) are available with friendly user-interfaces. We believe

that presented updates and new developments largely extend the application

range of the SCIATRAN model in the field of the aerosol, cloud and surface

remote sensing. The new implementations have been used or been planned for

use to support the development and generation of the XBAER global aerosol,1025

cloud and surface data products. Users are advised to use the latest version

of SCIATRAN capable of the new features described in this manuscript. The

extended SCIATRAN version is freely available for students and scientists affil-

iated at academic facilities after a registration at the website of IUP, University

of Bremen: http://www.iup.physik.uni-bremen.de/sciatran1030

8. Appendix

8.1. White ice

The analytical expressions for the auxiliary function Tdif , average cosine g and

absorption coefficient of the yellow substance αy used in the white ice model

described in Sect. 4.3.3 are given below following Malinka (2014, 2015) and1035

Malinka et al. (2016).
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The auxiliary function Tdif is defined as

Tdif =
2(5n6 + 8n5 + 6n4 − 5n3 − n− 1)

3(n3 + n2 + n + 1) (n4 − 1)
+

n2(n2 − 1)2

(n2 + 1)3
ln

n + 1
n− 1

− 8n4(n4 + 1)
(n4 − 1)2(n2 + 1)

ln n . (30)
1040

The analytical expression for the average cosine g of the phase function is given

by

g =
1
ω

[
r1 +

n2 t21
Tdif (1− n2)− r1 + n4(1 + α a)

]
, (31)

where r1 and t1 are1045

r1 =
n(3n11 + 3n10 + 25n9 + 25n8 + 22n7 − 282n6 + 138n5 + 186n4 + 151n3 − 89n2 + 13n− 3)

24(n + 1) (n4 − 1) (n2 + 1)2

+
8n4(n6 − 3n4 + n2 − 1)

(n4 − 1)2(n2 + 1)2
ln n− (n8 + 12n6 + 54n4 − 4n2 + 1)(n2 − 1)2

16(n2 + 1)4
ln

n + 1
n− 1

,

(32)

t1 =
3n8 + 3n7 − 17n6 + 55n5 − 39n4 − 7n3 − 27n2 − 11n− 8

24(n + 1) (n4 − 1) n
− (n2 − 1)4

16(n2 + 1)2n
ln

n + 1
n− 1

+
4n5

(n4 − 1)2
ln n .

(33)

The absorption coefficient of the yellow substance is given by1050

αy(λ) =





αy(λ0) e−0.015 (λ−λ0) , λ ≤ 500 nm

αy(λ0) e−0.015 (500−λ0)−0.011(λ−500) , λ > 500 nm
, (34)

where λ0 = 390 nm and αy(λ0) is the absorption coefficient of the yellow sub-

stance at the wavelength λ0.

1055

8.2. Melt ponds

The albedo of the under-pond ice layer needed by the melt pont model described

in Sect. 4.3.3 is calculated according to the two-stream approximation developed

by Zege et al. (1991):

Ab = A0
1− e−2γτ

1−A2
0 e−2γτ

, (35)1060
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where A0 = 1 + t −
√

t (t + 2) is the albedo of the semi-infinite layer with the

same optical characteristics, t = 8 αi/3 σt, τ = (σt + αi) H is the layer optical

thickness, H is its geometrical thickness, and γ is the asymptotic attenuation

coefficient given by1065

γ =
3
4

σt

σt + αi

√
t (t + 2) . (36)

Here, αi and σt are the ice absorption coefficient and transport scattering coef-

ficient of ice (see e.g. Chandrasekhar (1950)), respectively.
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